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Dear People of God at Trinity,
ALLELUIA! HE IS RISEN! HE IS RISEN INDEED! ALLELUIA!
This joyful acclamation is the triumph of light over darkness, of life over death.
We need to live the love of the resurrection daily, not just on Easter morning with all its glorious
liturgy, renewal of baptismal vows, inspiring music and shouts of Alleluia!
Jesus has redeemed us not for just one day, but for all time. His love is meant for all people, in all
times and in all places. Even as we yearn for in-person worship, never knowing which week that
may happen, the life of Jesus teaches us to be like him with love, healing and prayer in our daily
lives or worshipping together through technology. As Jesus walked the road to his death, he was
constantly loving and serving others and we are commanded through the words we heard on
Maundy Thursday —“I give you a new commandment, Love one another as I have loved you.”
This command is an admonition not just to be kind to those we find easy to love, but to all of
humanity, in all their brokenness. Jesus sacrificed his own life, the ultimate act of love for us, and he
asks us to bring that redeeming love to others in our communities. Love is calling, writing notes,
emailing, texting, reaching out with words of comfort and encouragement as we eagerly await our
reunion with hugs and words of peace.
We are all broken in some way, but God has sent His love through his Son, our Savior, Jesus Christ.
When we accept that love with all of our warts and faults, we are filled with a life-changing love that
can be shared with others freely. And as we walk this journey in the light, we can welcome others to
walk in this light of life that only comes from God.
Blessings for your safety and good health.

Trinity Church’s Mission Statement
“Living, loving, sharing in the name of Jesus Christ”
Vision Statement
“Honoring the past as we build a strong foundation for the future, while sharing our Christian faith through service
to the community.”

Zoom Services and In-Person Worship
Zoom services continue to be offered each Sunday for the Episcopal Church of
Schuylkill County and will continue to be even when we are allowed to have in-person
worship again. More technology has been added to enhance the sound. Because of the
rising numbers in the County, we have to wait again for in-person worship. The Diocesan criteria
looks for numbers under 25 cases for each 100,000 of the population for 2 consecutive weeks. We
will do our very best to contact everyone when a Sunday service can be held with attendance in the
church. Zoom services are running fairly smoothly and it is wonderful to be able to worship in this
form. Thank you to readers from all parishes. We are grateful to Father Kurt, Mother Dolores and
Father Tim for celebrating Eucharist with us and our Lay Leaders when a priest cannot be
scheduled.
If you are interested in attending a ZOOM service, please contact Father Kurt at
nomenk3@hotmail.com or 570-640-1738. He will be most happy to include you.

Outdoor Worship at Chapel of the Resurrection
We will begin outdoor worship at the Chapel of the Resurrection on Sunday, June 6 at
9:30 am. When weather permits, please bring your own chair. If the weather forecast is
for rain, there will be a Zoom invitation extended a day or two before. Please contact the
office if you have any questions.

Good Friday Stations
Thank you to all who gave of their time and inspiration for the posters for the 14
Stations of the Cross. What an impactful project and a ministry to all who attended
that service on Zoom. God bless you all!

Fundraising —Amazon Smile
There is a new opportunity to help the church in fundraising which we hope will
be in place very soon. Since the pandemic began, many of us have been ordering
more items online and having them delivered. Amazon has a program which
helps the charity of your choice and Trinity is now included in that list. If you go
to AmazonSmile.com you can sign up for the charity of your choice (Trinity
Episcopal, Pottsville PA) and a portion of your purchase will be sent to the church’s account directly
on a quarterly basis. We will notify you when we have been officially approved for this effort. We
are hopeful that more fundraisers will begin soon as restrictions are eased and the Mahantongo
parking lot reopens.

Wish List
Some months ago we began a wish list for items in the church. Some of the
opportunities for memorials or thanksgivings are oil-filled Advent candles
and special wine and water cruets for Feast Days, funerals and weddings.
We are also looking for an additional Paschal Candleholder in wood. If you are interested in these or
other items as a memorial or thanksgiving, please contact the office for pricing.

Altar Flowers
If you would like to order flowers for a specific Sunday as a memorial or in thanksgiving
for a person(s) or event, please call the church office. Two arrangements are $35. We will
contact the florist, but please let the office know if you would like special colors or flowers.

United Thank Offering
Even in this challenging time of the pandemic, we still have many blessings to be
thankful for. So when you are grateful for a blessing, large or small, please think of
adding a few coins to your UTO box to help out others realize their blessings as well.
Thank you!

Forward Day By Day
The May/June/July edition of the Forward Day by Day is now available. Please contact the office if
you would like one mailed to you or make arrangements to pick one up.

St. Luke’s Chapel Restoration Completed

The Music Corner
by Cora A. Gamelin-Osenbach
There have been many positive comments from people who attended all the Holy Week
services on Zoom. The washing of hands and feet on Maundy Thursday, the parishioner
posters for the Stations on Good Friday and the rejoicing at the Vigil and Easter Sunday.
And the singing! Yes, people said they were joining in at home as the hymns were played.
Alleluia! He is Risen! He is in all places with us as we worship in the love, hope and healing
of the Resurrection. Alleluia! Many thanks to Timothy Bortner, Teagan and Elliott Wehr for
providing their special music on Palm Sunday, at the Vigil and Easter Sunday.

Concert Series
We are very hopeful that our 2021-22 Concert Series will be held as
scheduled. The artists from last season which had to be canceled have
graciously agreed to be a part of our new season. Cody Mead, the organist will
be with us on Sunday, October 17; the Mendelssohn Piano Trio on November 14 and
Samantha Wood, Ruben Balboa, III and John Kline, IV will join us on Sunday, March 27,
2022. We also hope to add a concert on May 1, 2022, featuring one of the excellent student
ensembles from Messiah University. Flyers and posters are forthcoming in future editions
of the TOPICS.

Little Food Pantry
The Little Food Pantry is completed and will be installed at Charles Baber
by the end of April, just in time for its dedication on Arbor Day. The
motto of the food pantry is “Take what you need. Leave what you can”
and is intended to help supplement the dietary needs of those people
who are experiencing food scarcity in the community.
As a part of our outreach, we will be keeping the pantry stocked with shelf-stable food.
There will be a calendar in the church office and we are asking parishioners to call in to
sign up to supply food for a week of their choice. If two families sign up per week, it will
make it possible to have a variety of food available and with folks sharing in purchasing
food, it will keep the cost of purchasing food more reasonable. At this time since we don’t
have in-person services, the food can be dropped off at the church office, or if you are
passing by Baber, you could fill the pantry yourself since it is just inside of the cemetery
gates. If you are unable to sign up to provide a portion of food for the week, a monetary
contribution is always appreciated.
Suggestions for shelf-stable food are:
Cereal
Canned vegetables
Pasta
Juice
Soup
Rice

Canned fruit
Instant potatoes
Paper goods

Canned meats or fish
Shelf stable almond milk
Nut butters

If you have any questions, please contact Barb Tokarz, Father Kurt, or a member of the
vestry.

The Easter Flowers adorning Trinity
Church have been given
to the Glory of God by:
The Bacon/Barnwell Families in memory
of Lillie Bacon Allen, Marion B. Bacon,
Waverly I Bacon, Jr., Waverly I. Bacon
Sr., Alma Barnwell, Elizabeth Barnwell,
Paul Barnwell, Jr., Paul Barnwell, Sr.,
Flossie Bedford, Frederic H. Bacon &
Annie N. Bacon
Joann Barton in memory of Ray Barton,
Scott Russell & Ray Russell
Robert & June Bednar in memory of
J. Stewart & Phenie Rowlands, Nicholas
& Anna Bednar, James S. Rowlands &
Eleanor J. Roth and in Thanksgiving for
Josh Secoges and Nick DelConte.
Jeff & Nanci Billie in memory of John W.
& Nancy J. Reigle
Darlene & Bill Bowler in memory of Hain
Family, Bowler Family, Nice Family,
Shoemaker Family, Jack Curtis, Hubler
Family, Merrick Family, Starr Family,
Ed Harris, Lawrence Tobin, Louise Teter
& Walter Noel and in Thanksgiving for
the Curtis & Burns Families.
Allen & Patricia Brennan in memory of
the Brennan Family, The Murphy
Family, Kathleen Daniels & Edna Crowe
and in Thanksgiving for Sera and Aimee
The Rev. Canon Clifford B. Carr in
memory of Fred Avila, Annie Bacon,
Charles Buehler, Tee Buxton, Kay
Coller, Mark Rauco & Charlotte Smith
The Curtis Family in memory of Jack
Curtis, Marlin & Martha Hain, William &
Frances Engleman, George & Irene
Curtis, Lawrence Tobin, James Bowler,
Dan & Jane Nice, Susan Starr, Ed

Harris, Nancy Thiers, Adrienne Thiers
and in Thanksgiving for the Bowler,
Burns & Curtis Families.
Bonnie Eckert in memory of Brennan,
Merlino & Cutler Families and in
Thanksgiving for Sage Eckert, Anthony
& Annette Merlino, Anthony Merlino, Jr.
& Family.
Carol Field in memory of Emmeline &
George R. Stone, Sr., George R. Stone,
III, William Stone & Jerry Field and in
Thanksgiving for Eric Stone & Family,
Heather Procacci & Family and in
Thanksgiving for my Lunch Bunch
Friends, Peggy Moser and Nancy
Miernicki.
Elaine A. Howe in memory of Dr.
Douglas N. Howe, Edward & Anna L.
Harris, Edward Harris, Jr. & Mara Jane
Sausser
The Rev. Dr. Kurt K. Kovalovich to the
Glory of God and in gratitude for the
People of the Episcopal Church of
Schuylkill County.
Howard Mitchell in memory of the
deceased members of the Mitchell
Family, John Allen & James Rowbottom
and in Thanksgiving for the restored
health of Howard Mitchell.
Pozza Family in memory of William &
Martha Kline, Robert & Olive Kline,
Robert & Alma Weir, Robert & Rita
Weir, Frank & Martha Russen, Alphonsa
& Luigi Pozza and Robert A. Davis.
John Pritiskutch in memory of Michael
and Elizabeth Pristiskutch.

Katherine Reese in memory of Ronald
Young, Bill Reese, Isabel & Fred
Schaeffer, Jean Letcher, Fritz Ryland &
Michelle Schuettler.
Donna & John Ross in memory of
Edward, Alice & Linda Patterson, Esther
& Edward Patterson, Sr., Florence &
Earl Saylor, Sr., Betty & Earl Saylor, Jr.,
Cindy Spafford, Sara Brown, Frank &
Charlotte Ross and in Thanksgiving for
protection, health & safety for our family
and the world.
Joseph & Leighann Siminitus in memory
of Jean Ebling, David Frey and Stanley
and Anna Siminitus.

The flowers at the Baptismal Font are
given by the Bacon/Barnwell Families in
memory of Lillie Bacon Allen, Marion B.
Bacon, Annie N. Bacon & Frederic H.
Bacon.
The oil-filled Paschal Candle is given in
loving memory of Mark A. Rauco by
Family & Friends.
The Palms are given in memory of
Charles A. Buehler and Harold & Malba
Nicholas by Nancy Buehler, and in
memory of Carl & Kay Coller by Kathy
Polcrack and Family.
The rededication of the Gospel Book to
the memory of Nancy J. Riegle by Nanci
Billie.
The rededication of the Green Frontal to
the memory of George R. Stone, III and
George R. Stone, Sr. by Carol Stone
Field.
Fair linen and Paraments dedicated to
the memory of Emmeline Stone by
Carol Stone Field.

News From Marion C. Price Trust Fund
I hope that by the time you are reading this, most of you have been fully vaccinated and are
doing well. After the initial problem of getting the vaccine, things have gone much
smoother and supply is beginning to meet the demand. However, if for some reason you
need assistance, please contact me at the office.
May is designated as Arthritis Awareness Month. Arthritis is one of the most widespread
health conditions in the United States. It affects about one in four adults overall. That’s over
54 million men and women. I remember this arthritis joke: I’m never lonely because I have
four men in my life…..I get up with Charlie Horse. I spend the day with Arthur Itis. I dine
with Will Power, and I go to bed with Ben-Gay! This used to be a joke from my youth but is
fast becoming a reality as I age!
There are several types of arthritis such as Osteoarthritis, Rheumatoid Arthritis,
Fibromyalgia, Gout, and Lupus. Arthritis means inflammation or swelling of one or more
joints. It describes more than 100 conditions that affect the joints, tissues around the joint,
and other connective tissues. Specific symptoms vary depending on the type of arthritis,
but usually include joint pain and stiffness.
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis. It affects over 32.5 million adults.
Some people call it degenerative joint disease or “wear and tear” arthritis. It occurs most
frequently in the hands, hips, and knees. With OA the cartilage within a joint begins to
break down and the underlying bone begins to change. These changes usually develop
slowly and get worse over time. Osteoarthritis can cause pain, stiffness, and swelling. In
some cases, it also causes reduced function and disability; some people are no longer able
to do daily tasks or work.
Signs and symptoms of osteoarthritis include pain or aching, stiffness, decreased range of
motion, and swelling. Some of the risk factors for developing OA include:
Joint injury or overuse-Injury or overuse, such as knee bending and repetitive stress on a
joint, can damage a joint and increase the risk of OA in that joint
Age-The risk of developing osteoarthritis increases with age.
Gender-Women are more likely to develop OA than men, especially after age 50.
Obesity-Extra weight puts more stress on joints, particularly weight-bearing joints like the
hips and knees. Obesity may also have metabolic effects that increase the risk of developing
osteoarthritis.
Genetics-People who have family members with OA are more likely to develop it. People
that have hand osteoarthritis are more likely to develop knee arthritis.
A doctor diagnoses osteoarthritis through a review of symptoms, physical examination, Xrays, and lab tests. A rheumatologist, a doctor who specializes in arthritis and other related
conditions, can help if there are any questions about the diagnosis. Since there is no cure
for OA, doctors usually treat the symptoms with a combination of therapies, which may
include the following:
*Increasing physical activity
*Physical therapy with muscle strengthening exercises
*Weight loss
*Medications, including over-the-counter pain relievers and prescription drugs
*Supportive devices such as crutches or canes
*Surgery (if other treatment options have not been effective)

You can play an active role in controlling your arthritis by attending regular appointments
with your health care provider and following your recommended treatment plan.
Increasing physical activity, weight loss, and protecting your joints are all common themes
in the prevention, treatment and management of arthritis. The best choices for physical
activity are ones that are easy on the joints such as walking, bicycling, and swimming.
Walking is one of the best forms of exercise you can do when you have arthritis. There are
extra benefits of walking for exercise: you’ll burn calories, improve your balance, and boost
your heart health. Your bones will get stronger and so will your muscles.
Research shows aerobic exercise can help ease the pain and stiffness of arthritis. They
found that just one hour of brisk walking-or less than 10 minutes a day-allowed older adult
to maintain their ability to perform daily tasks like getting dressed or safely cross the street
before a traffic light walk signal changed. As an added bonus for people with arthritis
regular brisk walking can boost your mood and help you sleep better.
Walking may increase blood flow to cartilage and help lubricate your joints. It can
strengthen muscles to better support your joints. Walking helps burn calories – and losing
even a few pounds can improve joint health.
Outdoor walking engages more muscles and can be more social than walking on a
treadmill. However, walking outdoors can also mean uneven sidewalks or terrain that
could increase your risk of a slip or fall. Anyone looking for a place to walk outside may
consider the Charles Baber Cemetery. The cemetery and garden park offer paths to walk on
and beautiful foliage and shade trees. It is open from dawn to dusk. Walking is more
enjoyable and easier to stay motivated with a buddy, so team up with your spouse or a
friend.
If you decide you would like to begin walking for exercise:
**Always check with your doctor first.
*Wear supportive, comfortable, and not too rigid shoes.
*Using a walking stick can assist with balance and stability.
*Stay hydrated by drinking water before your walk and after you cool down.
* Start out slowly and build your time up to 30 minutes a day, 5 days a week, if possible.
*Move gently at first and focus on landing softly with each stride
*Stop if anything hurts-take a break for a minute or two. If pain is sharp or stabbing it is
time to stop.
Some simple stretching will keep you active if you have a flare-up of arthritis pain and are
unable to walk.
If you are the type that will try anything once, I saw this suggestion on Facebook.
Wrapping your leg in cabbage can relieve joint pain, arthritis, inflammation, and swelling.
I have not personally tried this, but if you do and it works, please let me know!
I really am enjoying getting to know you through our phone conversations, since visitation
is not possible due to COVID. I do look forward to the day when face-to-face meetings and
visitations will be possible. Until then feel free to contact me at the office (570) 621-3221
or mptfund@gmail.com

Charles Baber Cemetery Preservation Trust
Joys of Spring and Delights of Summer
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Ah, the freshness of spring and the great anticipation of the warmth and sunshine of summer! Spring and
summer are keen reminders of the pleasure of being alive and able to go outdoors and participate in so many
activities. Spring brought the joy of blooming Easter-colored flowers of pinks, whites, purples, fuchsias,
yellows, and greens. These colorful blooms brought cheer, hope, comfort, and a promise of more good things
yet to come. The robins have come back and are looking rather fat this year. The finches and hummingbirds
should be here any day now. If you haven’t gotten out yet, don’t worry, there are plenty of late spring bloomers
to see. The pink and white dogwoods throughout the property are late spring bloomers. Look closely at the
different petal shapes (bracts) on the flowering dogwood and the kousa dogwood. Also, notice that the pink
flowers and the white flowers of the dogwood have different shapes from each other. We have other late
bloomers like the pink and white petaled magnolia, and the yellow with a green band tulip-shaped flower on the
tulip tree. The fuchsia flowers on the redbuds by the 16th Street entrance are late, but that could be because
they are still babies. Other baby trees like the horse chestnut with its yellow and white cone-shaped flowers and
the tiny white flowers on the baby coffee tree are May bloomers. Some baby trees, as they mature and become
larger in trunk girth and thicker in-branch width, will begin blooming earlier.
How quickly Spring leaves us, as we rush headway into summer. However, Summer is not readily
appreciated by the cemetery workers, because it means endless grass mowing. It seems like one section is no
sooner cut, then a week later, it needs cutting again. All the deciduous trees are actively sprouting their leaves.
The volume and leaf growth of each tree is so rapid during April, it is almost like the trees are in a hurry to offer
massive blocks of shade to the visitors during the upcoming summer months. To us visitors, everything is green.
The green grass is just an accent or accessory to the vibrant greens on the various tree leaves that are vying for
our attention. There are so many shades of green, it’s like being in Emerald City. And each variant of the
verdant coloring belies a different tree species. It is like visiting a gigantic fruit and vegetable market where
cucumbers, peas, okra, limes, kiwi, watermelon, honeydew, peppers, lettuce, cabbage, celery, broccoli, brussel
sprouts, spinach, kale, fennel, leek, parsley, and mint are all available. And while they all are green, you can
instantly tell the difference between each fruit and vegetable by its shape, size, and texture. And so it is with the
greens of the trees. The elms, maples, oaks, box elder, hornbeam, tuliptree, London planetrees, sweetgum,
beeches, ash, ginkgoes, black gum, walnut, locust, staghorn sumac, linden, American basswood, cypress,
redbuds, and dawn redwood are all green, but their shapes and bark, and leaf patterns are all different. And if
this is not enough green leaf coloring, we have the evergreens with their even deeper needle shades from the
arborvitae, the yew, the spruces, the pines, and the eastern red cedar.
Come and walk the many paths. Stop in the cool shade. Feel the fullness of the trees as their blanket of
leaves surrounds you. Look closely at the many tints and shades of green shimmering in the sun. Notice the
detail of each tree. Does the tree have winged fruit called samaras? Look at the angle, size, and span of the
wings on the samaras. Notice how each species has a different angle or “v” shape. Some have the samaras in
tight bunches while others hang from the twigs in long ribbons.
Another summer must-see is a leisure visit to the pond area. The many wildflowers, milkweed, and rushes in
the pond attract a wide variety of birds, bees, and butterflies. Finch, hummingbirds, and a red-winged black
bird like that area. The butterflies are particularly noteworthy with many monarchs and swallowtails, and
smaller species like the orange sulfur, cabbage white, and silver-spotted skipper. And of course, we have a pair
of ducks that appear every year for 3-4 weeks and then move on. Perhaps we should put benches near the pond,
but then we would have to put shade trees by the benches. Oh well, maybe that will be a woodland project for
some time in the future. In the meantime, come and walk the many shaded paths and enjoy your summer!

20th Year Arbor Day Celebrated one year later.
The 2020 year marked the 20th anniversary of the tree planting and replacement program. It’s hard to
believe that the program to replace the dead and dying trees along Market Street started 20 years ago. At first,
the public was in an uproar that the trees would be removed. However, they were replaced over two years with
the teardrop-shaped European hornbeam. During the summer, the hornbeam, planted in a straight line along
Market Street, looks like a line of army soldiers decked out in green fatigues. And in the fall, the hornbeams
look like a line of ballerinas with crowns of gold, and tutus of gold and green as the yellow leaf coloring melts
down the tree. Beginning in 2020, ten baby trees have been planted each year. The $400 sponsorship proceeds,
after paying for the trees and the memorial plaques, are used to remove dead trees or trim dead limbs.
Our tree planting this year consisted of 13 trees-2 kwanza cherry, 1 weeping willow, 1 red oak, 1 tulip, 5
rosebuds, and 3 bald cypresses. Our sponsors were: (1) In Celebration of the Ordination of Dr. Kurt K.
Kovalovich given by Carol S. Field; (2) In Loving Memory of James, Nellie and Margaret Connor given by
Peggy Moser (3) In Loving Memory of Eileen M. Goodwin given by Brad Goodwin and Family; (4) In Loving
Memory of Donald and Dorothy Speacht Schultz and the Speacht Family given by Deborah Schultz and Donna
Schultz Van Fleet; (5) In Loving memory of Helen Kovich and in Thanksgiving for the Blessings in My Life
given by Anne Horan; (6) In Loving Memory of Madeline “Madge” Kerrigan by Joanne Barton and Gladys
Fogarty; (7) In Loving Memory of Vivian Irene Leknes given by Fred and Dona Brown; (8) In Loving Memory
of Andrew & Lillian Kovalovich and Augusto & Maria Fracolossi Bridi given by the Rev. Dr. Kurt
Kovalovich; (9) In Loving Memory of Adam Charles Kauffman given by Norm & Carla Kauffman and Family;
(10) In Celebration of the Ordination of Dr. Kurt K. Kovalovich given by A Friend; (11) In Loving Memory of
F. Allen Artz, Jr. given by F. Allen Artz III and George Stralkus; (12) In Loving Memory and in Thanksgiving
for My Aunts, Marian Miller and Lois Lowthert given by Bonne Warner; (13) one bald cypress remains
unsponsored at the time of the writing of this article.

Memorial Day Flag Replacement Service
For the past two years because of the COVID-19 school shut last year and a black snake scare the year before,
the 4th-grade school students, who usually replace the flags, were unable to do so. So the past two years, we
needed volunteers to replace the old and worn Veteran’s flags. Bob Wood, a Board member, and his family
were kind enough to replace the flags in 2020. The worn flags are then taken to the AMVETS for proper
disposal. This year, the Lions Club contacted us and asked if their high school students, called the Leo Club,
could do the flag replacement for us. We readily agreed. We have ordered 558 flags. The Leo Club will do it
for several days prior to the Memorial Day weekend.

Cemetery Part Time Workers Needed
We need part-time workers at the cemetery. We would like to hire two part-time workers at 20 hours
each per week. Tom Dodds will remain as the lead worker at 40 hours per week. The work that needs
to be done is lots of lawn mowing all summer, weed whacking, two full months of leaf blowing, light
snow shoveling, picking up limb and branch debris, backfilling sunken memorial markers, cleaning the
debris off grates and drains, seeding new burial plots, and resetting toppled memorial markers. If you
know of anyone interested in being a part-time worker, please call the office at 570-622-8720. We are
also hoping Career Link will be able to provide someone.

Thank you to everyone who has contributed to our donation request letter sent out in February. Your
contributions help cover large expenses like labor costs, chapel heating oil bills, and insurance.
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May Birthdays

June Birthdays

2 – Carol Ann Bigg
3 – John Wilk
5 – Evelyn Barnwell
6 – Kellon Jones
7 – Cara Kovalovich
8 – Paul Barnwell
11 – Pam Foley
12 – Gabrielle Menuchak
16 – Bonnie Eckert
18 – Jacquelyn Curtis
20 – Nicholas Lewars
24 – Elaine Howells
26 – Mason Frederick
28 – Tom Dodds
29 – Jack Mansell
30 – Nancy Cairns
31 – Marria Walsh

2 – June Bednar
3 – Cathy Clouser
4 – Ann Beaver, Robert Petlansky
Corinne Gearhart, Aralyn Schenck
6 – Michael Pozza
11 – Keith Grabowski, Brady Hess
12 – Howard Mitchell
13 – June Reedy
14 – Lynn Holden, Karen Fehr
19 – Paul Harley, Joanne Barton
24 – Robert Wetzel Jr.
25 – Frank Osenbach
26 – Ronald Frederick, Teagan Wehr
29 – Zachery Brennan
30 – Robert Bedford, Tina Walb, Hunter Banonis

